CONTINUOUS BLOCKING / STRUCTURAL SUPPORT MUST BE LEVEL (BY OTHERS)

ARCHITECTURAL 5 SERIES BRACKET WITH QMTS MOTOR & 2.5" Ø TUBE REGULAR ROLL

ARCH 5 SERIES DUAL SHADE IN A GYP. POCKET WITH FLAP CEILING MOUNT INSTALLATIONS

REAR FABRIC IN DOWN POSITION

WINDOW MULLION (BY OTHERS)

FRONT FABRIC IN DOWN POSITION

HEM BAR IN UP POSITION

POCKET FLAP

CEILING (BY OTHERS)

MOUNTING BLOCK

SHADE OPENING

SHADE HEIGHT

ARCHITECTURAL 5 SERIES

SHADE OPENING

2 7/8"

[73MM]

3 15/16"

[100MM]

7"

[178MM]

3"

[76MM]

1/16"

[2MM]

ø4"

[ø102MM]

MAX.
R.U.D.

ø4"

[ø102MM]

MAX.
R.U.D.

SHADE HEIGHT

6" = 1'−0"
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